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We present an accurate theoretical model for the charge dependence of kinetic energy transferred in collisions between slow highly charged ions (HCIs) and the atoms in a carbon solid. The model is in excellent agreement with experimental kinetic-energy-loss data for carbon nanomembrane and thin carbon foil targets. This study fills a notable gap in the literature of charged-particle energy loss in the regime of low incident velocity ($v_p \lesssim 2.188 \times 10^6$ m/s) where charge states greatly exceed the equilibrium values.
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Accurate descriptions of interactions between energetic ions and matter have provided tools for modifying and probing solids at the atomic scale. Extensive theoretical and experimental work has given rise to a multitude of applications that are ubiquitous throughout micro- and nano-electronics fabrication, including ion etching, milling, and patterning of materials [1,2]. A remarkable demonstration of the sophistication reached in this field is the use of controlled ion implantation to realize atom-sized quantum circuit elements [3–9].

Theories of ion energy loss provide the crucial input parameters (e.g., stopping ranges, damage thresholds, straggling distributions, atomic displacement densities) needed to deterministically implant single ions in solids and play an important role in the growth of this new area of physics [10]. For ions with low charge states, existing mathematical and semi-empirical models explain the kinetic-energy loss for nearly all possible projectile-target combinations for several orders of magnitude in incident-ion energy [11].

A knowledge gap exists in understanding the role of projectile charge states $Q$ in the stopping of slow highly charged ions (HCIs) in the regime where nuclear collisions are the dominant energy-transfer channel. In particular, the largest deviations from existing stopping-power models occur for “heavy” projectiles (nuclear charge $Z_p \gg 1$) with high charge states ($Q \gg 1$) at low velocities ($v_p < 1$) [12,13]. Strong enhancements in kinetic-energy loss have been predicted [14] and observed [15–17] when $Q$ greatly exceeds the ion equilibrium charge states although the mechanism for the enhancement remains unclear. Several experiments motivate a systematic treatment of charge-dependent kinetic-energy transfer in nuclear recoil cascades formed by HCIs. Transmission energy loss measurements with conducting and insulating foils and membranes reveal enhancements in kinetic-energy loss as $Q$ increases [15–17]. Additionally, charge-dependent compression of stopping ranges has been observed in depth-resolved measurements of ions implanted in insulators, indicating increased stopping power for increased charge states prior to charge equilibration (see Fig. 4 in Ref. [18]). Finally, there is preliminary evidence of increased damage to dielectric thin-film targets for decreased HCI velocities in tunnel junction sensors [19]. Many previous studies have focused on intense electronic excitations due to charge-dependent potential-energy deposition and subsequent defect formation associated with HCI neutralization [13,20–24]. On the other hand, charge-dependent kinetic-energy transfer and synergistic effects [25] between potential and kinetic energy have only recently gained attention. These phenomena are increasingly relevant since bright sources of slow HCIs are available [26–29] and provide a direct means of accessing the regime ($Q \gg 1$, $v_p < 1$) experimentally.

In this article we present an accurate model for charge-dependent nuclear energy transfer for HCIs (Au$^{Q+}$, Xe$^{Q+}$, Kr$^{Q+}$, Ar$^{Q+}$, and O$^{Q+}$) interacting with C targets. The model is based on the analytical Dirac–Hartree–Fock–Slater (DHFS) screening function for C target atoms and uses the Brandt–Kitagawa ion model (BK) to treat screening from the projectile ion’s electronic structure [30]. We obtain charge-dependent kinetic-energy transfer as a function of impact parameter and integrate over impact parameter to derive $Q$-dependent stopping from multiple binary collisions. The electronic stopping contribution is included with the nonlinear method for slow ions [31].

We compare the model to two key transmission energy loss datasets with C nanomembrane ($\Delta x \approx 10$ Å) [16] and self-supported C foil targets ($\Delta x \approx 100$ Å) [15] and demonstrate excellent agreement with the experiments. The data considered from Ref. [16] were obtained with HCI beams at normal incidence to a nanomembrane target with detector observation angles around 0° and constant exit charge state $Q_{\text{ex}} = 2$. The distribution of detected ions is heavily weighted by small scattering angles from single-collision trajectories [16,32]. In contrast, data from Ref. [15] were obtained for thicker C foil targets where multiple binary collisions along $\Delta x$ affect the measured energy loss even near the 0° observation angle. All transmission measurements restrict the impact parameters that can be accessed experimentally due to finite detector acceptance. However, for the case of projectile ions heavier than target atoms, even the most violent collisions result in projectile motion along the forward direction [33] so that the close collisions relevant to stopping can be probed in transmission. Importantly, these datasets [15,16] are a test bed for developing an ion-solid interaction model that reproduces charge-dependent kinetic-energy transfer under a well-defined experimental geometry.
We begin by calculating charge-dependent kinetic energy transfer $T(Q,b)$ from a projectile ion with charge state $Q$ and incident energy $E_p = M_r v^2/2$ (in the laboratory frame) to a target atom at rest with mass $M_t$ and nuclear charge $Z_t$. The collision is characterized by impact parameter $b$. Following the theory of nuclear collisions [34–39], projectile charge is introduced directly into the scattering potential. We construct the scattering potential from the analytical DHFS screening function \( \phi_{HF} \) [40,41] for $C$ ($A_1 = 0.1537$, $A_2 = 0.8463$, $\alpha_1 = 8.0404$, $\alpha_2 = 1.4913$) modeled here as

$$V_{HF} = \frac{Z_t Q_{\text{eff}}}{r} \phi_{HF},$$

where $r$ is the distance from the target atom to the projectile ion. The main screening effect is provided by the potential of the C atom, with range determined by $\phi_{HF}$. Specifically, the screening distance $a_s = \alpha_s^{-1} \approx 0.67 \approx 0.35 \text{ Å}$ defines a characteristic length to separate close from distant collisions (or small and large impact parameters). The fact that $a_s$ is much smaller than the distance between neighboring C atoms enables the use of the binary-collision approximation.

In Eq. (1), $Q_{\text{eff}}$ is the effective charge of the projectile ion given by

$$Q_{\text{eff}}(r) = Z_r - \int_0^r n_1^Q(r') 4\pi r'^2 dr',$$

where $n_1^Q(r)$ is the projectile ion electronic charge density, which is represented by using BK [30]. At long range the projectile ion can be considered a point charge: $Q_{\text{eff}} \rightarrow Q$. At close range the effect of screening due to electronic structure becomes significant.

Equation (1) captures the strong interactions dominated by a screened Coulomb repulsion between ion-atom pairs at close and intermediate distances. Attractive interactions from long-range polarization effects do not play a significant role in energy transfer and are disregarded.

From $V_{HF}$ we obtain the scattering angle in the collision center-of-mass (CM) frame as a function of impact parameter and projectile charge state, i.e., $\theta(Q,b)$. The energy transfer is directly related to $\theta(Q,b)$ as [33]

$$T(Q,b) = T_{\text{max}} \sin^2 \left( \frac{\theta(Q,b)}{2} \right),$$

where $T_{\text{max}} = 4E_p M_t M_r (M_p + M_t)^{-2}$. Therefore, the problem of calculating $T(Q,b)$ reduces to finding the scattering angle after each collision.

For small scattering angles $\theta_{SA}$, Lindhard et al. [42] provided the analytical approximation,

$$\theta_{SA}^2(Q,b) = -\frac{3}{(M_r v^2)^2} \frac{d}{db} \left[ V_{HF}^2(Q)b^2 \right].$$

where $M_r = M_t M_p (M_r + M_t)^{-1}$ is the reduced mass. Considering Eq. (3) in the small-angle limit and substituting Eq. (4), the energy transfer in a single collision is well approximated by

$$T \equiv T_{\text{max}} \theta_{SA}^2/4.$$

The validity of Eq. (4) is restricted to small angles, corresponding to large impact parameters. To obtain an accurate description of energy transfer for small impact parameters ($b < a_s$) we consider the exact calculation of angular dispersion (in the binary collision approximation) by integrating the classical trajectories. In this approach $\theta(Q,b)$ is obtained by integrating the trajectory of the relative motion during the collision [43],

$$\theta_{\text{ex}}(Q,b) = \pi - 4b \int_0^1 \frac{du}{\sqrt{f(u,b,V_{HF},E_{\text{CM}})}}.$$  

Here, $f$ is a function that depends on impact parameter, scattering potential, and kinetic energy in the CM frame [43]. Thus, energy transfer may be evaluated by using Eq. (3) with $\theta_{\text{ex}}$ from Eq. (5) and is valid at arbitrary impact parameters in a binary collision.

For nanomembrane targets Eqs. (4) and (5) correspond directly to the measured mean kinetic-energy loss ($\Delta E$) from single collisions [16]. For the foil targets [15], the nuclear stopping contribution to $\Delta E$ is calculated by integrating $T(Q,b)$ over the range of impact parameters in multiple collisions within the target of atomic density $N = 0.9777 \times 10^{23} \text{ cm}^{-3},$

$$S_n(Q) = N \int_{b_{\text{min}}}^{b_{\text{max}}} T(Q,b) 2\pi b db.$$  

In Eq. (6) the lower limit is $b_{\text{min}} = 0$, while the upper limit is half the mean distance between neighboring C atoms; $b_{\text{max}} = 0.7 \text{ Å}$. The mean energy loss due to nuclear collisions within the target of thickness $\Delta x$ is $S_n(Q) \Delta x$. In addition, we introduce electronic stopping $[S_e(Q)]$ via nonlinear calculations for slow ions, as detailed in Ref. [31].

Figure 1(a) shows the comparison between the calculated and measured energy loss of $\text{Xe}^{2+}$ ($10 \lesssim Q \lesssim 30$) projectiles transmitted through C nanomembranes with $E_p = 40 \text{ keV}$ at small observation angles [16]. The $\Delta E$ data are dominated by

![Graph showing energy loss of Xe$^{2+}$ transmitted through C nanomembranes. Triangles are data from Fig. 3(b) in Ref. [16] ($E_p = 40 \text{ keV}$). Dashed and solid lines are calculated from $T(Q,b)$ by using the small-angle approximation [Eqs. (3) and (4)] and exact calculation [Eqs. (3) and (5)], respectively. (b) Impact parameters extracted from fits to data: $b_1$ from the small-angle approximation and $b_1$ from the exact calculation (left axis). $\theta_{1,LAB}$ is the scattering angle in the laboratory frame for impact parameter $b_1$ (right axis).]
single Xe$^{Q+}$-C collisions [16,32]. Therefore, we model $\Delta E$ with Eq. (3). Specifically, Eq. (3) is calculated with both the small-angle approximation in Eq. (4) and the exact scattering formulation in Eq. (5). With the small-angle approximation of Eqs. (3) and (4), the model fits the $\Delta E$ data points with a single impact parameter $b_i = 0.35 \text{ Å}$. Figure 1(a) shows excellent agreement between $T(Q,b_i)$ (dashed line) and the $\Delta E$ data points. With the exact scattering formulation of Eqs. (3) and (5), the best fit to $\Delta E$ is obtained with impact parameters in the range $0.25 \text{ Å} < b_i < 0.32 \text{ Å}$. The results of this calculation, $T(Q,b_i)$, are plotted as the solid line in Fig. 1(a) and also provide excellent agreement with the $\Delta E$ data. Figure 1(b) displays the impact parameters extracted from a fit to each $T(Q,b_i)$ calculation (left axis). As an additional check, we calculate dispersion angles of the Xe ions in the laboratory frame ($\theta_i$) and plot the values in Fig. 1(b) (right axis). The values ($2^\circ < \theta_i < 3^\circ$) are within the bounds obtained in Ref. [16] that the Xe-C collisions “…yield a maximum deflection angle of 5.2˚ for one elastic scattering event.”

For experiments with Xe$^{Q+}$ projectiles transmitted through C nanomembranes [Fig. 1(a)], the data can be accurately modeled with both calculations: (i) the small-angle approximation with a single impact parameter $b_i = 0.35 \text{ Å}$, or (ii) the exact scattering formulation with impact parameters in the range $b_i = 0.25 \text{ Å}$ to $b_i = 0.32 \text{ Å}$. Considering the radial wave functions of neutral C reported in Ref. [44], these impact parameters correspond to ion trajectories that penetrate the maximum electron density of the L shell of C atoms. The data in Fig. 1(a) represent the energy loss of “ions with the highest charge loss observable” in the setup of Ref. [16]. Therefore our model reveals that the ions suffering the highest charge loss are those that undergo close collisions with the L shell electrons of C. As discussed below, the energy transferred in collisions with these impact parameters have a strong dependence on $Q$.

Figure 2 shows both the calculated and measured $\Delta E$ of Au$^{Q+}$, Xe$^{Q+}$, Kr$^{Q+}$, Ar$^{Q+}$, and O$^{Q+}$ transmitted through C foils with effective thickness $\Delta x = 104 \text{ Å}$ [15]. Energy loss from nuclear collisions $S_n(Q)\Delta x$ is calculated by using the exact scattering formulation of Eqs. (3), (5), and (6) [dashed lines in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)] and the contribution from electronic stopping $S_e(Q)$ [31] is included. Thus, the mean kinetic-energy loss is modeled as $\Delta E = [S_n(Q) + S_e(Q)]\Delta x$ [solid lines in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. As shown in Fig. 2, the theoretically obtained values of $Q$-dependent $\Delta E$ are in excellent agreement for all atomic species considered.

An essential point is that Figs. 1 and 2 show very different behavior with respect to $Q$-dependent energy loss. In particular—for Xe$^{Q+}$ in Fig. 2(a)—a relatively flat dependence of $\Delta E$ is observed in the low-$Q$ regime: there is a mere 10% increase in the calculated nuclear energy loss (dashed line) between $Q = 10$ and $Q = 30$. In contrast—for Xe$^{Q+}$ transmitted through C nanomembranes [Fig. 1(a)]—$\Delta E$ increases by 470% over the same variation in $Q$. The quadratic charge-dependent enhancement in $\Delta E$ for C nanomembranes is observed in both the data and calculation in Fig. 1(a). To understand the difference in charge dependence of $\Delta E$ between datasets in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 2, we analyze the behavior of $T(Q,b_i)$.

We consider the question of which collisions (close versus distant) provide the dominant contribution to HCl energy loss in C. Figure 3(a) displays $T(Q,b)$ as a function of impact parameter for Xe$^{Q+}$ with charge states $Q = 10$, $Q = 20$, $Q = 30$, and $Q = 54$ ($E_p = 312.4 \text{ keV}$). As impact parameter increases, $T(Q,b)$ decreases by more than an order of magnitude in the relevant range $0 \text{ Å} < b < 0.5 \text{ Å}$, for all charge states. In the limit $b \rightarrow 0$, all charge states converge to a single curve: $T(Q,b)$ saturates at $T_{\text{max}}$ and has no dependence on $Q$. It is also instructive to look at the behavior of $Q_{\text{eff}}(b)$ in Fig. 3(b). In the close collision regime of low-$b$ values, screening due to the ion’s electronic structure does not affect the Coulombic repulsion between the HCl and C atom. Equivalently, $Q_{\text{eff}}(b)$ approaches the nuclear charge $Z_p$ as the interaction distance becomes small in Eq. (2) and the HCl behaves as a point charge $Q_{\text{eff}}(r) \approx Z_p$. As shown in Fig. 3(b)—in the opposite impact-parameter regime of distant collisions—the effective charge approaches the HCl charge state as $Q_{\text{eff}}(r) \approx Q$ and the projectile’s ionization state plays a significant role in the interaction.

The strong $Q$-dependent increase in energy loss observed in the data of Fig. 1(a) can be understood by considering that the extracted impact parameters from the exact $T(Q,b)$ calculation are in the range $0.25 \text{ Å} < b_i < 0.32 \text{ Å}$ in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). In these collisions, the energy transfer increases quadratically with increasing $Q$. The same conclusions hold for $b_i = 0.35 \text{ Å}$ extracted from the fit by using the small-angle-approximation calculation. Here we note that the small-angle approximation also reproduces the quadratic scaling of $T(Q,b)$ and that this scaling can be derived analytically from Eqs. (1) and (4) considering the effective charge at the impact parameter $b_i = 0.35 \text{ Å} (Q_{\text{eff}} \rightarrow Q)$.

Experiments of Ref. [15] reveal information on the stopping that results from multiple collisions with C atoms in the foil with a variety of impact parameters. Figure 3 gives insight
into the relatively weak $Q$ dependence of $\Delta E$. As seen from the rapid decay of $T(Q,b)$ with increasing impact parameter [Fig. 3(a)], the dominant contribution to the stopping-power range explains the $Q$ dependence of $\Delta E$ in both (i) and (ii) and provides microscopic information on the interaction with target atoms through the extracted impact-parameter values. The largest $Q$-dependent enhancements in energy transfer are observed for intermediate and distant collisions [$b > 0.2$ Å in Fig. 3(a)]. For C foil targets, the influence of distant collisions on the total energy loss is quenched by the short screening range of $V_{\text{IFS}}$, producing a weak $Q$ dependence of the stopping. These results imply that even larger $Q$-dependent enhancements in energy transfer from nuclear collisions will be observed for high impact parameters in cases where screening effects are suppressed. Such conditions may be obtained by choosing nonconducting target materials.

Therefore, the agreement between the calculation and data in Fig. 2 can be interpreted in two ways: (1) subsurface electron capture does not directly interfere with the close collisions that dominate the energy transfer; (2) projectile electronic equilibration time in C is long compared to the transit time across $\Delta x \approx 100$ Å. Regarding the latter possibility, x-ray spectroscopy of HCl within metallic foils (Pb$^{4+}$; $v_p = 0.3$) shows that even M shell vacancies can survive at penetration depths of a few tens of nanometers [45]. In this way it is possible that collisions between nonequilibrium projectiles and atoms are characterized by initial charge $Q$ within the first several nanometers of a solid even as smaller exit charges are measured outside the solid.

In summary, our theoretical approach quantitatively describes experiments on HCl interacting with C under different conditions: (i) energy transfer in single collisions with nanomembranes, and (ii) stopping in thin foils. The model explains the $Q$ dependence of $\Delta E$ in both (i) and (ii) and provides microscopic information on the interaction with target atoms through the extracted impact-parameter values. The largest $Q$-dependent enhancements in energy transfer are observed for intermediate and distant collisions [$b > 0.2$ Å in Fig. 3(a)]. For C foil targets, the influence of distant collisions on the total energy loss is quenched by the short screening range of $V_{\text{IFS}}$, producing a weak $Q$ dependence of the stopping. These results imply that even larger $Q$-dependent enhancements in energy transfer from nuclear collisions will be observed for high impact parameters in cases where screening effects are suppressed. Such conditions may be obtained by choosing nonconducting target materials.
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[12] Atomic units (a.u.) are used except where noted—velocity: 1 a.u. $\approx 2.188 \times 10^{6}$ m/s; charge: 1 a.u. $\approx 1.602 \times 10^{-19}$ C; length: 1 a.u. $\approx 0.5292 \times 10^{-10}$ m, and 1 Å $\equiv 10^{-10}$ m; energy: 1 a.u. $\approx 4.360 \times 10^{-18}$ J, and 1 eV $\approx 1.602 \times 10^{-19}$ J.
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